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ST1U.3S DISTRIBUTION ASOUT A 3UARE HOLE 
IN A UNIAXIAL TENSION 1LATE 

INTRO UCTION 

thenever a part of tructui'e or machine is sub- 

Jecte1 to external loads, a stress distribution is formed 

throughout the body. The magnitude and direction of these 

stresses re riot furìctons alone of the 10-ds, but 1so of 

the shape of the member. Where there is change of cross 

section, there y oc found the formation of stresses con- 

iderab1y hi:her than the averge -3tregs .s oomputed. from 

the load and cross sectional Such loct1ons of 

tress conceritrtions must he reconizec1 nd llevirted 

through a design moificttion or t Tht their effects 
m1niriized through design factorc of safety. Often an al- 

teration of shape will not only lead to a reduction of 

stress concentrations, but also to a greater degree of 

uniformity of stress distribution and saving of material. 

Thus it is impert1ve that the engineer, in designing a 

structure, know of the stress distribution resulting from 

any cet of loc.din conditions and of their modification 

due to an alteration of shrpe. 

Of course, the re sons which determine the form of 

ai etnent re nct slone of the engineer's choice, but are 

of a more complex nature arising from the expecttion of 

all possible contin'encies in service, however uncertain 
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they may be. The effects of inertia, shock loads, the de- 

aree of unbalance, frictional effects, and all possible 

and conceivable combinations of loadings, although making 

en indefinite picture, still emphasize the importance of a 

imowledge of the approximate distribution of stress. But, 

whatever the situation may be and whatever difficulties may 

arise, it is still the business of che engineer to design 

structures which are safe and economical and to this end 

all information having bearing on this subject is gainful. 

In considering, the effect of cross-sectional dis- 

continuities upon the stress distribution existin. in a 

particular body, it is easily recognized that as the dis- 

continuity increases in abruptness, so also increases the 

acute distortion of the stress pattern in that vicinity. 
finlike filleted polygonal holes, the square hole in a plate 

in tension presents a right angle corner about which the 

stresses must be distributed without the relìef offered by 

fared-in sections. The problem arisin-; from this situa- 

tion is of particular interest to those in the aircraft 

industry where there are to be found access holes for in- 

spection loceted in wing sections and in other areas under 

high stresses. Such areas encompass bomb bay construc- 

tions, wheel well cut-outs, doors, instrument nanel open- 

ings, and many other cut-outs appearinr in shear panels. 

Square inspection and drainage galleries in masonry darns 

also present this same stress problem which is to be found 
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in many 1oc1ities where reentrant corners are present. 
The mathematical theory f e1aticity will, in cor- 

tain Circuln3tanCes, lead to a complete solution of the 

stress problem. Unfortunately, the number of auch cases 

is limited to the relatively Laple eoaietric form and to 

simple loading condì bions which lend themselve2 to niathe- 

matical expression. 
This is the rarìty in actuality, and design becomes 

a function ol' assumptions and approximations which, al- 
though justified by experience, do not indicate lhe extent 
of error in approximation. Thus, the photoelastic method, 

a basic research tool, becomes an important neans of 

rapidly and accurately decermmnirì the complete information 
desired. 

In considerIng the caso of a square hole in a ten- 
sion plate, whether it be in a cAnali part to deoroao 
Wei&lt or as an opening in a wall of a structure, the 

total effect of such a discontinuity is to cause great 
stress concenbrations about the corners where the strees 
linee are crowdod together in passing around the right 
anglo. This is true even with a considerable radius in 
the cornere. In this case, he radius was approximately 

0.01 inch and the width of the bar was taken such as to be 

three timos the width of the hole. 
Although this problem is of a simple geornetr!c 

form, all boundaries being straight and the loading being 



uniform and on two faces, it was found to be extremely 

difficult to apply the mathematical methods towards its 
solution. This was due to the nature of the discontinuity 
and of the inability to express it in mathematical form so 

as to rigorously satisfy the corner conditions and the 

stress equations. 

Fortunately, bodies with straight boundaries lend 

themselves well to solutiona through he use of finite 
difference equations. Such solutions not only approach 

the exact solutions of the differential equations, but 

also furnish an eztmation of the error at any point. 
By using the photoelastic method in this problem, 

a rapid and accurate answer was obtained in a short time 

for the stress distribution in a plate where the ratio of 

width of hole to width of plate was one-third. Also to be 

analyzed were the stress concentrations at the corners of 

the holes as this ratio was varied. 
The fourth method of design, by rule of thumb, 

will be treated here as a trivial solution to a mathe- 

matical problem; it is a solution, but tells nothing of 
the nature of the problem. 



NOTATION 

x,y,z Rectang1ar Coorinate$. 

N Normal to body surface. 

r,e Polar coordinates. 

cT'x,Qr Normal Components of stress parallel to x, sxes. 

7xy Shearing stress component in rectangular coord1nites. 

:r,clò Hadial and tangential normal stresses in polar 

coordinates. 

Ire Shearin, stress in polar coordinates. 

Shearinp stress. 

,7, Components of surface force per unIt area. 

A Cross-sectional area. 

A,B,C Arbitrary constants. 

M Bending moment. 

I Moment of Inertia. 

K Stress concentration factor. 

p,q Principal stresses. 

B' Stress function. 

n Fringe order. 

y Distance from centroidal axis. 

C Stress optic coefficient in lb/1n2/in/order. 
t Thickness of model. 

h Grid irterval. 

z Complex variable z X iy 

rn Complex variable n =o* Iä 



r.i 

Real variables 

X cX 

F11 ci? 

9yn 
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SECTION I. ANALYTICAL SOLUTION 

The analytical solution herein presented has as its 

basis the theorems derived from the theory of elasticity. 

In the following analysis these theorems will be stated or 

used without proof since their validity may be checked 

through consulting any manuscript dealing with the theory of 

elasticity. Three assumptions which are made concerning the 

material of which the tension plate is composed are as 

follows: 

1. The material is perfectly elastic. 

2. The elastic body is homogenous arid contin- 

uously distributed over Its volume. 

3. The elastic body is isotropic, the elastic 

properties being the same in ali directions. 

Mathematical Criteria for an Exact Solution in Two 

Dimensional Elasticit. 

In considering a two dimensional stress problem, 

there are certain mathematical conditions which its solution 

must fulfill. (3, p.20) The stresses must satisfy static 

conditions or the differential equations of equilibrium, 

(1), (2). 

?Txy 
.- Xb (i) 

dx 



(2) 2y tPx 

Also to be satisfied is the compatibility eQuation (3) which 

insures fulfillment of the continuity requirements by the 

stresses. 

?+1 = o (3) 

And lastly, the stresses derived must be single valued and 

satisfy the boundary conditions imposed upon the body. 

Thus the mathematical procedure to be followed in 

deriving a solution to the stress problem consists of as- 

suming a function F which satisfies the compatibility equa- 

tion (3) and from it deriving the stress components by the 

use of equations (Lt), (5), and (6) which inherently satisfy 

the differentIal equations of equilibrium. 

dx=L 

y (s) 

-Txy (6) 

Ihen the stresses thus obtained satisfy the boundary 

conditions, a unique solution to the problem has been ob- 

tamed. (7, pp.236-238) 

In the case of simply connected regions, the single 

valued stresses produce single valued strains, while In the 

case of multiply connected regions a single valued stress 

may lead to many valued displacements. In such a problem, 
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the exprestions for the d1sp1cernent must alco be investi- 
íate(1 tO see 12 they are single va1ued. There are eca1 
cases in which the displacement expressions need not be 

considered in rultiply connected regions, this being true 

when the resultant of the forces applied at the boundary 

of any hole reduces to zero oi to a couple. In the case 

of the square hole in the uniaxia]. tension plate, the re- 

sultant forces applied at the hole boundaries are zero and 

the problem may be considered in the sanie manner as a prob- 

leni in a simply connected region. 

Procedure 

The procedure followed in this analysis is as 

follows: 

1. ¿n infinite plate was assumed to be subjected t: 
tensile loads at plus end minus infinity such 

that the end stresses would be of uniform magni- 

tiide P. 

2. A stress functIon was derived for the stress 

distribution about a right angled reentrant cor- 

ner in an infinite plets, one side of the corner 

meing loaded in such a manner that there was a 

uniform normal stress of intensity -2-P and no 

shear stress, the other sine of the corner being 

free of both normal and shear stresses. 

. Another corner was established along the loaded 
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side of the original corner at a finite distance 
from the vrtex. The loaded portion of this cor- 

ner coincided with the lòcIed boundary of the 
first corner. 

4. In a like manner a third and rourth corner were 
established in such a manner that a square hole 
was formed in an infinite plate, two opposite 

sides bein subJected to normal stresses of 

intensity P. 

5. The solution for the infinite pl:te under uniform 

traction at infinity was superimposed upon the 

golution of a loaded square hole in an infinite 

plate, the orientation being such that the boun- 

dary stresses alon the hole faces were nulli- 

fied. The combined function wa suitable for a 

square hole located centrally in an infinite 
uniaxial tension plate. 

Uniform Normal Stress 

The origin of coordinates will be as shown in fig- 

ure (1). Introducing polar coordinates, the eqution of 
compatibility () becomes 

r) 

V4F(r,e) 
= 

+ f 

Pe ] 

F 0 (7) 

with corresponding stresrec 



'1r 
r'Ç9 r2r 

2 
(9) 

re - (10) 

The generai solutioì o equation (7) i the real 

snd/or imaginary parts of a coriplex function 3uch as 

Ø(z) Af(z) + Bxg(z) Cyh(z) (11) 

wherezx4iy. A ß and C are arbitrary conp1ex constants 

and f(z), g(z), and h(z) aro &rbitrary analytic functIons. 

(1, p.32) 

For the problem urdei consideration, the functions 

employed will be those obtained from taking the real or Im- 

aginary parts of 

: (z t z') (12) 

where n and are constants to be determined from the 

boundary cndltions. 

Let p in r and let f(z)r denote the real part of 

f(z) or If(z) and let f(z)1 denote the imaginary part of 

f(z) or If(z). Particular solutions to equation (7) are ob- 

tamed as: 

øi A1x(zim + zim)r A1x cosmi coshrn 

02 A2x(zIm z1)r .A2X cosmp sinhn 

03 = 
]A(im zi _í3x sinî4:t sinbm 

0h. 
Ax(zI1 Z-im) : Ax sinnji coshm 
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: Ay(zm + z)r Ay cosmi coshmQ 

0(3 : A6y(zim -zi.m)r -A6y cosmp sinhrnQ (13) 

07 :17y(z1m + -A7y sinnìp inhn'iQ 

03 : -z')i A8y sinni coshmQ 

Tho coofflcieritc Â. are now defined as functions of 
il 

the parameter n and the stress function may be expressed as 

follows: 

800 
Ø1drn 

n1 o 
(ji.'-) 

The stresses nay be found from equations (8), (9), and (io) 

as 

=1 .1diu (1) 

8 COO 
- 

tIIdrn (16) 
T1 ,, 

1re 
-: [j.Jdm (17) 

k:y a sunraation of Ø the general value of F becomes 

F kir coso cosmu cosiìmQ -Âr cosQ cosmu sinbm 

-A3r cose sinniji sinbmQ + Ar cosQ sinmji coshrnQ (18) 

+Ar sinQ cosin» coshmQ - A()r sing cosmJ.1 sinhm 

-A7r sinQ sinmp sinhm + Aßr sinQ sinmJt coshmQ]dm 

The stre'ses derIved from this function through equations 

(is), (16), and (17) are: 
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fr : °[1(nicosrzii cose eosh!n - 2oosrn sine sinhrn 

-cos4; coshrnQ sinrnjt) - rncosrn cosa inìn 

-2cosrnjt in cos'nm - cosQ sirthn zinmp)- -- 

(mBirml}1 cose $!fllThQ - 2 sîn CO8hfllQ + 

cosG sinbxn cosinji) . (rnsinmp cosQ costim - 

2simnji aînQ sirthm .. cos9 coshm aosnp) + (19) 

rncosmji ain coshnì + 2cosmi cose slnhmQ - 

Sifl coshm sirunp) (mcosni sine sirthmQ .i. 

2cosrnp cosQ cosbrn - slnQ s1nhm ainni) - 

-(rnsinnJ.1 8inQ sirthm + 28ïnrnjt cose coshrn + 

A ¿3m 
sine sinbmG cosmp)+ - (nisirunp Sìfl coshinQ + 

28inm cose sinhm 4. sine cosbni eosrni)]cim 

: eoa1mQ cogmji - cose cohmQ sinmji) 

+ sinhmQ cosm)i + co inhmQ sinnlp) 

4. 
A3.(mcos sinhm sinmji - co& sirihmnQ cosrnji) (20) 

(ncoa coshni sinuip + cose coshm cosm) 

+ .(-msinQ eoshiQ cosínjl - sine eoshrnQ sìnmj.l) 

+ 6(msin 3inhmQ coamj + s1n slnhrnQ sinm3x) 

+ L(rnsin sinhrn sinni - sine sinhmg cosnu) 

+ .t_msin coshmQ sinmp 4. ßin coahrn4 cosm)ì)]dm 
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'r : [1a(mcosQ sinbrn sinlnJl - sinQ cosbrnQ sinmp) 

- .9'(mcosQ coshm sinniji - s±nQ sirthni sinmp) 

4- mcosQ eoshinQ cosmp - sinQ sinbniQ cosmi) 

- 4(mcos sinhniQ cosmji - sinQ coshmQ cosniji) (2].) 

+ L(msinQ sinhn& sinmp - cose coshra@ sinmp) 

- .6(msin coshmQ sinmp .. cosQ sinbinQ sinniji) 

+ nisinQ coshniQ cosnip + cosQ sinhrnQ cosrnp) 

- .L(nsjnQ sinhmQ cosmu . cosQ coshrnQ cosim.t)] din 

Boundary conditions will now be placed on these stresses 
along the faces where Q 00 and where Q 0 : 

Condition A Q O 

: °[_mcosm . sinni) - 4(msinmp - cosmp)]drn (22) 

r 
f°° [ 

Am ; A2rn2 
+ A3m2 ; A8ni cosxnp] din (23) 

ConditionB 

(Q Ç 
[_ 

rnCOSbI0 cosmii - coshxnø sinmp) 

i- &.á(-msinbmØ cosrnj - sinhrnø sinmp) (2L) 

1- (-ìnsinhniØ sinmp .. sinbmø cosmp) 

- .ß(-mcosbmØ sinnip 4. coshmø cosmi)]drn 
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id 
Ç° [ì _ A6m2 coshmø inrnJì A2m A5m2 sinhmØ sinniji 

o 

- + ARrn sinhmø cosmp - 4J + AU2 coshmø cosmp]dm 

(25) 

Load Conditions: 

The boundaries forming the reentrant corner are the 

lines Q O and Q The normal and tangential loads on 

the face Q : O will be Po and q0 respectively and the nor- 

nial and tangential loads on the face Q : Ø 2 will be 

denoted b7 p and q. These quantities are functions of r 

measured from the Intersection of the boundaries or fune- 

tions of p. 2 in where a is the distance along the boun- 

dary Q O wherein the load is defined. By utilizing 

Fourier's double integrals, p(j) can be expressed in the 

form 

- .1 

ÇcDr 

r p.()cosmcdo. p)i) - 
J0 L 

+ sinmu P(dL)sinn1do]dm 
(26) 

when the load is assumed to exist only between the points 

u1 and u2. (1, p.33) 

Therefore let p() : P Oct1 
p(c) : o icO 

which will insure convergence of the function; 

p5(ji) 2 :[:sinm cosmp + (l - cosm)sinniii]dni (27) 



The boundary conditions are 

p(ji) 

O 

(cT) O 

O 

(as given by 27) (26) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

wherel9 and 7are expressed by equations (16) and (17). 

By now equating the coefficients of sinmu and cosmu 

in the above equations, there results eight equations from 

which the constants A may be found. 

The values of A1.1 as determined by equating coeffi- 

dents are: 

A1 
Pr 

: (cosni - 1 - msinin) (32) 
2(rni i) 

A2 
Pr cosm - i - msinm 

(33) 
mn2(m2 4. i) tarthiìiø - m2cothmØ + m2tan 

A3 Pr sinm-m+mcosm : 
nm2(m2 .1- 1) tanhmø - m2cothmØ + m2tanbrnØ 

(3h) 

At1. 

Pr 
: m24 i) 

(sinn - n mcosm) (3f) 

A 
Pr cosm - 1 - msinm 

(36) 
nm( n2 i) tanhniø - m2cothmø + m2tanhinØ 

A6 
Pr 

: 
cosm - 1 - msinm (37) 

m2 .e.1 ) t anh2mØ - n2 .,. m2 t anh2mØ 

A 
7 

= 
Pr sinni - m + mcosm (35) 

nm(m2 4 1) tanh2rnØ - n2 i. m2tanli2mØ 

A8 Pr 
: 
nm(m24 1) 

sinm - m + moosm 
tanbniø - m2cothmø + m2tanhmØ 

(39) 

The stress function is now found by merely substi- 

tutin the A's back into equation (]4) and the stresses are 



found from equations (15), (16) and (17). 

The stress function, after considerable reduction, 

be come s 
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rOOr - Pr i(xsinhmø mycoshmØ)sinhni(Ø - Q) - xm'-coshmQ 
I 2 -) 

o L m(m'+1)(sinxi'-mØ-m2) 

[(cornu - i - msinm)cosmp. + (sinm - in + 

o) 

whereØ ji1n xrcos yrsinQ 

Evaluation of Stress Function 

The integral F will be eva1uted by the method of 

contour interation in the complex plane using Cauchy's 

theorem of residues; (i, p.36) 

J í(m)cirn : 2iihesidues ()4) 

where in c+ i3 

F may be written as two terms, 

0Of(m)(cosm - 1 - rnsinm)cosmjl ' + - 
2ii O m2Çi2 + 1) ( s inhmØ - 

C°°f(m)(sinrn - in mcosm)sinnu. din (2) 2rr o zÇj2 . i ) ( sinhniØ -m) 
where the meaning of f(m) is obvious from equation (0). 

Now consider the two complex integrals 

G 4. 1H : 
L Ù3) 

K 4. iL : f f(m)(cosm - 1 - msinni)eimJ1 
2rr m ( m .s. 1 ) ( s inhmØ -m) (L4) 

where the path of Integration S is a1on the real axis and 



the infinite half-circle 

shown in figure (2). In 

the integration is below 

region that the integral 

converges to zero as fin 
I 

same reasons when inpO 

performed above the real 

above or below the real axis as 

the case where lnpO or rda, 

the real axis for it is in this 

along the infinite half-circle 

approaches infinity. For the 

or r>-a, the integration must be 

axis. 

Consider the lower half-plane with 

in - 
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(L5) 

whereis real and positive. Therefore Ojì : -c where e 

Is real and positive. 

ei(ifl(-c) e1°eøc coscc - iSifloC - (J46) 

Thus asjñ approaches Infinity, tern (L1b) approaches 

zero in the limit. 

Now considering the upper half-plane with 

i6' 
where ' is real and positive, it is seen that O<j : e 

where e is real and positive. 

elnJl ei(i5)c eiCeL30 cosc - islncxc ()5) 

Thus (6) is zero in the limit asfj3f approaches in- 
finity. 

Determination of Poles 

The singularities of the integrarid are all simple 

poles and are the roots of 
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sinh2mØ - m2 0 (J.9) 

There are no singularities resulting from other 

terms in the denominator of the second term of equation 

(t1..2) since the numerator may be shown to be expressible in 

a power series with a factorable term x. In the case of 

the first term of equation (Lt].), the numerator has a fac- 

torable term x3 which leaves a simple pole at the origin 

to be considered. 

The complex roots of' equation (L9) may be approxi- 

mated by using the following (except when n : 2): 

___________ in(2n+l) - w mn_n=*lnk2114j)_w 
2Ø 

(so) 

ni2 +iì 
where w !ln 

n(2n+l) 

n:2, 3, 14, , - -- ri 

For large values of n: 

(sl) 

The roots of this function are found to be 

m, O e iO.39 

ni O 10.909 

mOi (f2) 

ni 0.23l 11.629 

ni 0.32L1 12.30)j 

ni = O.378 i2.973 

ni : O.14.2l 3.6t2 
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Now returning to equations 3) and U4) and inte- 

grating in the positive direcLion to evaluate equation U2) 

there results for p.O 

if 
f(rn)(sinm - ni . mcosni)elmP din 

(53) 2rTs m2(m241)(sinh2mø_mZ) 

ic : hPI f(rn)(cosrn - i - msinrn)emiP. d!n 
(514.) 

2fl ni2 ( ni2 + i) (sinh2mø - ni2) 

For ji ¿ü, integration is performed in the negative 

direction and the above process and remarks are valid. 

Stress Functions 

As a result of this analysis, the following stress 

functions were derived. 

For inji < O or r < a 

: [_O.956cos .'u O.2l22cos - O.2l22sinQ + o.ot15 (55) 

sinQ + (r/a)0 39(0.2951jsincosO.539 - 0,O352cosQ 

coso.539Q .i. OJ.j.31sinsin0.539 - 0.51478cosQsinO.5390) 

+ (r/a)0'909(0.0O06leoscosO.909 + 0.l-)87sinQ 

cosO.909Q - 0.2lSöcosQsinO.909Q -0.O9O5sinsinO.-)O9Q)] 

t'Tr : .[_0.L329cosQ - O.lO6lQsinQ -O,0225lcos - (r/aP'539 

(O.1531sinsin0.539Q 4 0.1772cosQsin0.539 4 0.1053 

sinQcosO.539) - (r/a)°'909(-0.O3l32cosQsinO.909Q 

-O.0285sincosO.909Q 4 0.0l31sinsinO.909Q)] (56) 
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7': i. O.1O61sinQ -O.O221QcosQ 
-(r/a)°-539(O.131sinQsiriO.39Q + O.l772cosQ 

sinO.539Q .i. O.iO53sinQoosO.f39Q) - (r/a)0909 

(-O.O3132cosinO.9O9 -O.O283inQcosO.9O99 

4 O.O131sthainO.9O9)] (7) 
For O or r a 

.[O.956cos i. O.2122sin + (r/a)_039(O.O6sin 

cosO.39Q - O.O599tcosQcosO.539 # O.7369sin 

sinO.39Q - O.9387eo sinO.!39) + 

(O.00O89oosQcosO.9O9 - O.18I8sincosO.9O9Q (S8) 

.. O.2O32cossinO.9O9 + O.O8LtÍ1sinisinO.9O9)]_ . 

: [O.78cos + O.lO6lsinQ + (r/a)'5(1.63O681n 
cosO.39 -1.O17)4cosQs1nO.39 f. 1.i6Ìji4cos 

cosO.539 4. O.O9O6s1ns1nO.39Q) + (r/aY009 (59) 

(1.55O1coscosO.9O9Q - O.636s1nQsinO.9O9 - 2.35IsinQ 

cosO.909Q + 1.878cosQsinO.9O9)] - 

7': - O.1Oó1cos - (r/ctY0"539(O.L559sinQ 

$inO.539 + O.526cos3inO.39 + O.3129sincosO.539Q) 

-(r/aY0'909(O.O7737cozQs1nO.9O9 + O.37OU7siri 

cosO.9O9 -O.O3232sininO.9O9)] (60) 

Results 

Due to the lack of time, an extensive investigation 

of the results of this analytical solution was not possible. 

One check was made along the longitudinal axis of symmetry 
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of the plate and the stresses fx and y are shown in fig- 

ure 3. The trend8 in this case rny be compared to tho$e 

as shown in fiçure 30, the former being for an infinite 

plate and the latter for a finite plate, the ratio of 

width of hole to width of plate being one-third. A check 

was also made along the hole faces but the number of terms 

in the stress function was too few to give any accurate 

curve, although the stress values did lie in an expected 

range. Along the hole f9ce parallel to the load axis the 

stress was tensile and fairly constant at i.6P, and along 

the hole face perpendicular to the load axis the stress 

was coipressive and of approxixr.ate magnitude O.8P. In the 

vicinity of the corners, the atress was not ascertainable 
due to the finite number of poles eva1uatd in the deri- 

vation of the stress function. The stresses as found from 

equations (s), (6), and (7) do satisfy the Imposed 

boundary conditions along the hole faces as were given by 

equations (28), (29), (30), and (31), and the stresses 

found by utilizing equations (58), (59), and (60) approach 

zero as the radius becomes infinite. 

ConclusIone 

1. À stress function has been found which satisfies 

the hiharmonic equation (7) and from which may be 

derived stresses which result from applying a 



uniform lo':d on one side of a reentrant corner 

in an infinite p1-ate. By superposition, 

stresEes may be found about a scluare i1ole in a 

unlaxic.1 tension p1te. cuaticns (55), (56), 

and (5?) apply to «e, 0r, and Ire when 

1ni O or when ra, and equations (58), (59), 

and (60) apply to e, fr, and 'Tre when 

1n O or when ra. 

2. The accuracy of the solution is a function of 

the number of resiciuee evaluated, nd although 

the final function is a rapidly converging 

power series, several more poles than were 

used in this analysis should be included. 

3. This method of analysis does not aear to give 

a very accurate evaluation of stress coflcefl- 

trrtions about the hole corners. This may be 

due to the evaluation Of too few terms in the 

'eries. It would be 'eii to determine the 

maxime of the stress equations about the corners 

by differentiation with respect to O and to then 

evaluate the maximum stress. 

4. i'o spec1l equipment such as electronic type corn- 

puters are required in this method of analysis, 

the only materials utilized being a standard 

tyi'e of calculator thich facilitates the 

evaluation of the residues. 
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. The use of functions of the complex variable in 

the determination of a stress function has iven 

favorable results In thIs analysis and indicates 

that further investigation of this manner of 
attack would be of merit. 
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SECTION II. FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 

In attempting to solve this stress problem, great 

difficulty was experienced in finding an Airy stress func- 

tion which would not only satisfy the biharmonic equation, 

but also represent with mathematical rigor the imposed 

boundary conditions. Consequently the partial differen- 

tial equations will now be expressed or approximated by 

finite difference equations. 

Derivation of Finite Difference Equations 

The Airy stress function F as must satisfy the bi- 

harmonic equation (3) must be such that, at a minimum, its 

fourth derivative be continuous. Thus the function F will 

be defined along such boundaries as may exist, as will be 

its derivatives, and also lt will be defined and con- 

tinuous througìout the region R, within the boundaries. 

Now consider a grid system as shown in figure U4) 

where F takes on the values F1, F2, F3, ---F12 as the in- 

crement ofL X or L\ y is traversed. This increment will be 

of equal magnitude in both directions and designated as 

thtt. y expanding the function F from the central value 

F0 In both directions through the use of Taylor's Series, 

there is obtained 

F14F2+F3+F-tF0 (F2+F»h24 .-(F +F4)h-+ (61) 
12 x 

(Fx6+Fy6»16+_. 



FF6+F7+F8-F0 2h2(FX2+Fy2)+(F1+6F22+F) 
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+ F6+15F241F244F6)+ -- (62) 

F9+F10.F114F12-4F0 : Lh2(F24F2) + FL+F7) 

4 Á?6F76)+ --- (63) 

By multiplying (61) by -8, (62) by 2, and (63) by 1, and 

then adding, there results: 
-8(F1#F2+F3.f.F)+2(F54.F6+F7.4-F8)4(F94F10+F114F12)+2OF0 

: (F +2F 4.F )h+ -(F #F 4F - i 4F L)4- 
x x2y2 yq xu x',i-y2 xILf y) 

+ h 4 error terms (6h) 
o?X2)y2 a'y 

By making h equal to unity and neglecting all terms of 

order greater than four, the biharmonic equation then 

becomes 

F4 2F2 2+F : 2OF0-8(F1+F24.F34.Fj)+2(F54F64F74F8) 

.( F3+F104.F11#F12) 

and the first error term is 

(65) 

E : Fx6+Fxv2#Fx24Fy6) + --- (66) 

Thus the biharmonic equation has been approximated 

by a fourth order finite difference equation, the solution 

of which must be represented by every point within the 

boundary of the plate. 

The problem now becomes one of determining the valu 

of F over the boundaries. 
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Equations for Boundary Values 

Consider a plate of region R as shown in figure (5). 

Although the stress components vary throughout the region, 

on the bowidaries they must be in equilibrium with the 

surface forces and Y to satisfy the static conditions of 

equilibrium. For the shaded element, there results 
:aC7xb7xy 

Y : bcry 4. aixy (67) 

where a : cosNx b : cosNy 

The values of a and b can also be written as 

a : coso b : cos(9O-0) 1X 

de ds (68) 

By substitution, equations (67) can be expressed as 

ds c9xcy de de 3T 

- dx ¿12F L (69) Y - - c2xdy de - - de ¿?x 

and by integration these equations become 

cj - ds 

(70) 

- JYde 

By integrating by parts the equation 

¿'F Fdx+Z (71) 2yds 
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there results 

07F ¿F 
J 

22F 
F x #- - (x + ds (72) 

and by substituting into this equation the values of the 

derivatives as found by (69) and (70), the values of F may 

bo calculated along the boundary. (7, p.L8L) 

In the evaluation of the interals (70) and (72), 

there will be introduced three cnstants of integration 

such as A, ±3 and C. The final expression for F will 

therefore contain a linear form such as Ax + By C where 

the values of A, b, and C may be chosen arbitrarily due to 

the fact that the stress components are formed of the 

second derivatives of F which are not affected by the con- 

stants. 

To utilize the grid system as presented, it becomes 

necessary to calculate approximately the values of F on a 

grid line adjacent and exterior to the boundary. This, in 

effect, is the formation of a dummy grid outside of the 

region. Approximate values of poInts on this grid may be 

found by using the slope of F at the boundary which will be 

illustrated in the problem. 

Calculation of Boundary Values of F 

In figure (6) is shown a tension plate of width 

and length "b" subjected to a uniform load on the boun- 

daries DA and BC. 
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Using equations (70) 

pdy 

- p7 4. C1 

F : C1y 4 C2 

0F ¿7x3 
Since the integration constants are arbitrary, consider 

C1 : C2 : C3 = O 

F- - 2 9x a 

At the point where y is zero, 

o) 

and at the upper anca '. 'ter ends of the plate where y is ±a 

Along AB 

ax 

±a 

=py 

To evaluate the constants C and C5, consider the contin- 

uity of the function F and its derivatives around the 

boundaries. From boundary DA, F at y .4a must be equal 

to F at x -b along AB and in a like manner the slopes 
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may be evaluated at the corners. 

- 
. C)4 4. C 

C!i + C5 

8 

: O 

Therefore, along AB, F : 
3 

- 
- py + C6 

At the corner A, . along DA must be equal to along Aß. 

And along AB, 

- - + C6 

;i 1] 

2y 2 
(b) 

In a like manner the values of F and its derivatives are 

found along BC and CDe 

Along BC 

-:+py+C7 fo 
- 2. = - + e7 

C7 : o 

F : .. 077 1 C8 



= + 08 

08 : O 

Therefore, along BC, F QX. 
2 

Along CD 

Therefore alone CD 

7F -py 

-c 
c9X 9 

F -C9x + 010 

2.. - 4. C10 

+0 p 29 10 

C10 

C9 O 

cF 
- l'y + Cli 

C11 O 

0 

c2Y 2 

- O 

+ cli 

About the boundaries of the square hole, all boundaries 

33 

(o) 

(d) 
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being unloaded, the values or F become 

F : C12(y) 4. C13 

C12 : C13 : O 

F: C) 

on all boundaries (e) 

X 

This complotes the calculation of the boundary 

values of the stress function and the next requirement is 

to determine approximate values for the points located 

from without the region which will be done by extrapola- 

tion. Along the sides DA and BC, it is observed thatf 

vanishes and it will be sufficient to take the values of 

the external points as being, equal to the values of the 

inside points adjacent to the boundary. This is, in 

effect, constructing a horizontal tangent at the boun- 

dary. Similarly, along the sides AB and CD, - and 

2. respectively... Along At, the outside points may be ap- 

proximated by subtracting from the internal points adja- 

cent to the boundary, the values 

(-O.pa)(2h) : -pah (f) 

Solutionby Finite Difference Equations 

In the solution of this problem, the dimensions a 

and b become 

a inch b 2 inches h : inch 
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In figure (7) is shown the grid system used and the grid 

values about the region. The values of F along the boun- 

dary DA are tabulated in table (i) as found by using equa- 

tion (a) with a grid increment of inch. All values have 

been multiplied by a factor of lO to simplify the compu- 

t a t ion. 

Thus, the problem now becomes an iterativo process, 

the grid being traversed in an orderly and systematic man- 

ner until the interior values converge. The stresses at 
any point may then be determined by the finite difference 

equations: 

= F22Fo+F 
(73) 

2F - 

c2 = £îy h2 (7ti) 

axay - f - (F5-F6+F7-F3) (75) 

In solving for the internal points, the method of 

direct solution may be used if the number of such points 
is not excessive. If, however, the number of points is 

large, the convergence of the weighted points is such that 

the work becomes much too cumbersome to complete. This is 

true especially as the grid becomes smaller, which, of 

course, increases the accuracy of aproxiniation. In a 

system such as the one here considered, the only feasible 

method of solution would be by the use of some form of 
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electronic computational device. Unfortunately, these de- 

vices are unavailable at most educational institutions and 

to rent the use of one would prove much too costly. 

wherefore, it is necessary to leave the problem in a form 

wherein it could be solved if an adequate computer were to 

be available, rather thaii carrying it to a complote solu- 

t ion. 

Re suits 

Although it was impossible to carry this method of 

approximation on to its complete solution, still there are 

certain reasonable statements which may be deduced as to 

method has as its intent the approx- 

imation of a partial differential equation by finite dif- 

ferences, it must, through necessity, contain error terms 

as a remainder. 

In this problem, the first error term was of order 

six in the approximation of the biharmonic equation. The 

maximum error in the approximation of this equation is as 

derived and will probably be slighbly greater since deny- 

atives of order greater than six have beenì neglected. 

Other errors would be found in the approximation of the 

stress equations, the first error term containing a fourth 

power of the grid interval. ThLls, the problem contains an 

inherent error, but one which may be reduced by a decrease 

in the grid increment. This will increase the number of 
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points which must be traversed and increase materially the 

labor involved in ìt solution. 

This error, treated solely as an error, bears little 

consequence to the solution of this problem since the de- 

flections were assumed to be of such small magnitude that 

terms greater than the second order could be neglected in 

the equations of compatibility. Nevertheless, this error 

term does indicate the manner in which the grid increment 

alters the solution and in the case of the treatment of 

bodies exhibiting. large deformations, would have a definite 

bearing on the accuracy expected. 

For a discontinuity such as a square hole, the 9e- 

tua]. stress existing about the vicinity of the corners will 

be of primary importance and it is about such disconti- 

nuity that the poorest results may be expected with any 

grid element due to the very high stress gradients existing 

there. The .,4 inch grid element would probably be the 
t)L. 

largest possible size to offer results of worth about 

areas of high stress. 

Conclusions 

1. The finite difference equations are particularly 
well suited to problems involving rectangular 

boundaries where the external loading conditions 

are known. 
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2. A3 this method is one of approximation, it con- 

tains inheri eriors which may be reduced only 

by the reduction in the dimensions of the grid 
clonent with a corresponding increase in labor in 
solving for the added internal points. With this 
system of weighted poluts as used, the halving of 

the grid dimension decreased the first error term 

by a factor of 6t. 

3. 1r a problem such as this, the use of sorne type 

of electronic coniputer is necessary duo to the 

excessive labor involved in traversing the in- 

ternal grid points. 
Li.. This solution is subject to the same limitations 

as the exact riatheatict1 solution in that it is 
applicable only within those bounds in which the 

theory of elasticity is valid, i.e., Cor stresses 
below the proportional linilt of the material, for 
material homogenity, and conditions of plaiie 

stress and strain and aLnall deflections. 
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3CTION III. PHOTOELASTIC ANALYSIS 

By the use of the photoelastic method, a series of 

tests were performed to determine the stress distribution 

existing when the ratio of width of the hole to width of 

the plate was one-third. These tests were conducted such 

as to approach as closely as possible a condition of uni- 

form loading on a plate with a central square hole. 

Apparatus 

The apparatus used in these tests is located in the 

photoelastic laboratory at Oregon State College. A photo- 

graph of the polariscope is shown in figure (8). This 

polariscope has as its light source a type H-4 mercury 

vapor lamp and utilizes several filters to absorb radia- 

tions other than the green light of the mercury vapor 

spectrum having a wave length of S1bO Angstrom units. The 

polarized field in which the models were placed was of 

6* Inch diameter. A dead-weight type loading jig applied 

a load to the model whose imago was focused either on a 

viewing screen or upon a photographic film. Gircularly 

polarized light was used in the working field of 6* inch 

diameter. The lens system consisted of a 6* inch Polaroid 

polarizer, two 6* inch one-quarter wave plates, one 

6* inch Polaroid analyzer, and a condensing lens system 

used in conjunction with a photographic unit. 



Loadi ng 
Light Source Polarizer Jig Analyzer Camera 

FIgure 8 

Photoelastic Polariscope and Model 
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The models tested were machined of Bakelite 

bT 61-893 and Lucite, the J3akeiite beinb used in the iso- 

chromatic determination and the Lucite for isoclinic pat- 

terns. The load was applied to the model through two 

steel end brackets and twenty-two steel pins as shown in 

figure (9). 

Photoelasti Theory 

Although it is not the purpose of this text to dwell 

upon the theory of the photoelastic method of stress anal- 

ysis, still it is felt that sorne degree of explanation 

would clarify the process and materially increase the read- 

er's understanding of the basic principles involved. 
Photoelasticity is an optical method of stress anal- 

ysis and has as its basis the property of certain maten- 
als, such as glass and certain plastics, to exhibit syn- 
thetic double refraction, i.e., double refraction only when 

in the stressed condition. This characteristic phenomena 

divides a light wave into two perpendicular components 
wliLch are polarized in the planes of principal stresses, 

the intensity of emitted light being proportional to the 

intensity of the principal stresses. Due to interference 

as the circularly polarized light rays pass through the an- 

alyzer, a pattern of light and dark bands called isochro- 
xnatics aro produced as shown in figures (is) arid (16) for 

the four-inch specimen. 
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13y analyzing these Cringe patterns, the value of the 

principal stresses on all unloaded boundaries may be found 

from the equation, 

Cn p-q 
- 

(76) 

where p and q are the maximum and minimum principal stress- 

es, n is the fringe order or the number of fringes which 

have passed a specific point at any time, t is the model 

thickness, and C is the stress optic coefficient dependent 

upon the material and light used. In this test the value 

of C was determined as being 85.6 lb./In.2/in./order. 

Thus, p-q 85.6 (77) 

Since one of the principal stresses is zero at an 

unloaded boundary, the other principal stress may be deter- 

mined immediately from equation (77). 

By using plane polarized light and white light in 

the polariscopo, a pattern of dark bands called isoclinics 

are formed as shown in figures (18) and (19) for the 1.5 

Inch model. These indicate constant inclinations, Q, of 

the principal stresses at a particular setting of the po- 

larizer and analyzer, the optical axes of the polarizer 

bein, in phase wIth the axes of principal stress. 

In order to compute OEx and 0y at any point, the 

values of p j- q are also required as well as Q and p - q. 

By finding the values of p + q on the boundaries, these 

being equal to p - q as found by the stress pattern, the 
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viues of p 4 q at all internal points may be found by 

solving Laplacets equation for a grid as shown in fig- 

ure (10) by using the weighted points 

U0 

where U0 is the sum of the principal stresses at the point 

"0" and the grid is square. This becomes an Iterative 

problem, the grid being traversed in a systematically and 

orderly fashion until the internal values converge. 

FIG. IO 

'GRID ELEMENT 

The stress optic coefficient for the Bakelite 

Br 61-893 was cmputed by making a small beam of the ma- 

terial and subjecting it to pure bending. Light and dark 

field photographs showing the isochromatic fringe patterns 

are shown In figure (ii). From these pictures, curves of 

fringe order versus distance from the neutral axis were 

drawn, figure (12). The elementary beam theory gives 

p: q:0 (78) 
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where 

M bending moment 
y = distance to neutral axis 
Ï moment of inertia 

The calibration equation (76) may be written now as 

(79) I n 

whore the physical moaurements of the beam furnish the re- 

quired data with the exception of the slope which was ob- 

tamed from figure (12). 

By combining the three types of data found by test 

procedure, the stresses x, y, and r7 may be found from 

the equations: 

(p#q) + j(p+q) cos2 (80) 

= (p+q) - (p-q) cos2Q (81) 

Ixy = (ptq) sin2Q (82) 

For further information regarding the photoelastic method, 

reference is made to th bibliography. 

Proce dure 

The following procedure was used in the analysis: 

1. The model was rough cut to dimensions of t1 inches 

by 8j; inches plus inch oversize to allow for 

final machining. Material used was bakelite 

BT 61-393, a plastic characterized b a high 

stress optic coefficient, low creep effects, some 

ede effcts, and good machinabilit,r. The 
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specimen was cut using a band saw and fed at such 

a speed as to not form thermal stresses about the 

edge s. 

2. Polishing wss d3ne by first using an emery pad and 

then completed on a lapping wheel using levigated 

alumina as a polishing agent to remove all surface 

marks. 

3. The model edges were :aaciiLned using an end mill. 

L. A template for use in forming the square hole was 

constructed of structural steel and then car- 

borized. This is shown in figure (13). A central 

hole of inch diameter was drilled in the model, 

the specimen mounted in the jig by claiaping 

screws, and the square hole formed by hand filing 

using a inch triangular file. 

Figure 13 

Filing Jig and Iíodel 
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5. After drilling the ends to correspond to the end 

backets, the end platos wore attached usinp; 

twenty-two inch steel pins, and the model placed 

in the loading fixture. The upper loading pin was 

des.Led so as to allow for lateral adjustment of 

the model in the 1oadin frame. This gave a posi- 

tive elimination of bending stresses due to unsym- 

metrical loading. 

6. Using green light of the mercury vapor spectrum, 

corresponding to 6o Angstrom units, both dark 

field and light field photographs were made of the 

isochromatic fringe pattern resulting from the 

loading. Dark field analysis was effected through 

the uso of crossed one-quarter wave plates and 

light field through par11el plates. 

7. The sides of the model were machined to widths of 

l, l, , and inch, and stop 6 repeated each 

time. 

8. Using inch Lucite as a material, steps i through 

5 were coìpleted. The one-quarter wave plates 

were removed, white light used iii the light source 

and pictures made of the isoclinic pattern for in- 

clinations of 0°, 30, 
O, 100, 1f°, 200, 300 of 

the principal axes. The axes of the polarizer and 

analyzer remained crossed throughout this process. 

9. From the pictures, a grid system was drawn of 
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inch squares, figure (i1), the value of the 

ìsociircmatic fringe pattern vías averaged from the 

four symmetric quadrants of the dark and light 

field photorapiis, and the isoclinie values cor- 

responding to each point determined. 

10. Taking the boundary values from the stress pat- 

tern, a largo grid was constructed in accordance 

with the grid pattern on the nodo1 and Laplace's 

equation was solved by iterative moans. The 

process was continued until the internal points 

converged in the second figure. 

11. From equations (30), (81), and (82), ÇTx, qy, and 

7i(y were computed for each internal point. 

12. A static check was made on one quadrant of the 

bar in order to verify the results; figure (27). 

13. From the idoclinic pattern, figure (26), the 

stress trajectories were faired in as shown in 

figure (28). These are the paths of the p and 

q stresses. 

i). The corner radii were determined by photographing 

the model under low pow3r magnification as shown 

in figure (35). 
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Figure l 

I$oohromatio Fringe Pattern of a Plate in Tenion 
Plate width-)j..O", ¡Joie width-O.375", Thicrness-O.31l7" 

P-1L50 lb. 



Light Field 

Figure 16 

IocbTomatic Fringe Pattern of a Plate in Tension 
Plate width-L..O', Hole width-O.375", Thickness-O.3117" 

p-Ì10 lb. 



Dark Field Light Field 

Figure 17 

isochromatic Frin,e Patterri of a Plate in Tension 
P1ìte width-1.1', Hole width-O.37", Thicktess-O.31l7't 

.4OO lb 
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FIgure 19 

i.ociin1e Pattern of a Plate in Tension 
Plate wïdth-l.", Hole idth-0.37" 
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Lignt 1ield Dark Field 

Figuro 20 

I$ochromatic Friñge kattern of a Plato in Tension 
Plate width-1.l25', Hole width-0.375", P-300 lb. 

Thickne ss-0.3117" 
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Figure 2]. 

Isoclinic Pattern of a Plate i Tension 
Plate width-1.12', Hole width-O.37" 
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Figure 22 

isocilnic Pattern of a Plate in Tension 
Plate idth-1.l2", Hole idth-O.375" 
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Fipure 23 

Dark Field 

Isoclwomatic Pattern of a Plate In Tension 
Plate width-O.7", hob w.itIì-O.375", P150 lb 

Thickness-O .3117" 
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Figure 24 

Icci1nio Pattern of a Plate in i'ension 
Plate width-0.7", iiole width-O.37" 
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Dark Field 

Isochronatic Fringe Ftterr f a P1te in Tension 
Plate width-O.562', Hole width-O.37't, P-175 lb. 

Thickrie ss-O. 3117" 
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Figure 26 

Isoclinic Pattern of a Plate ifl Tension 
Plate width-0.562', Fiole width-0.37" -ç:- 
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STATIC CHECK OF ONE QUADRANT OF A 

PLATE IN TENSION WITH A CENTRAL 
SQUARE HOLE 



FIG. 28 

ISOCLINICS AND STRESS TRAJECTORIES 

UNIAXIAL TENSION PLATE WITH A CENTRAL SQUARE HOLE 

Plots Width-l.l25 Hole Width-O.375 t_O.3117N P-3001b 
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ReEults 

The result of forming a square hole in a uniaxial 
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tension plate, the rtio of width of hole to width of plate 

being one-third, is seen to be the creation of a very corn- 

t)lex and rapidly chngirì stress pattern. This may be ob- 

served not only from the dirnensionlees curves of normal 

strss and. shear streer. versus the averaCe stress as 

computed over the end of the nite, but siso by oherving 

the isocitnic p.ttern, figure (28). From an nalysis of 

these isoclinics, it is obvious tht the formerly uniform 

stress distrIbution ha been distorted into a r :idly 

vrying distribution which does not appreciably become 
uniform inside a distance of -approximately twice the width 

of the hole. A region ol' very sharp trr.nsition . to be 

noted from the apex of the kole Inward to the lonitudinal 
center line. It is in this -rea that the highest stresses 

were encountered, as the lines of principal stress were 

being crowded around the corners into the more restricted 

sections. The greatest change and highest stress is ob- 

served &t the corner where greatest difficulty is experi- 

enced in meeting a rlg,ht angled change of contour. 

The stress traector1es are shown in figure (23). 

Here s few paths of principal stress are shm.mn as they de- 

form about the discontinuity. 

The manner ln thich x varies at successive cross 
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3ections is shown in figure (29) where it is plotted as a 

fraction of the average stress. Again, there is seen to be 

a distance of approximately twice the width of the hole re- 

quired before the stress becomes of a uniform nature. The 

stresses from the longitudinal centerline to silL ; htly be- 

yond the exterior of the hole decrease in a uniform manner 

as the hole is approached from the plate end and vanish 

at the hole boundary. At approximately one-third of the 

hole width and in line with the corner, the stress rises 

sharply to a value which appears to be somewhat over three 

times the average stress, although the actual magnitude of 

the stress is a matter of approximation. Along the ex- 

tenor boundary of the plate, the stress increases as the 

hole is approached, and roaches its maximum value at a dis- 

tance below the hole of about one-half of its width. It 

then decreases and reaches its minimum value on the outside 

boundary on the horizontal centerline as shown in figure 

(30). Subjected to an average stress of 86 psi over the 

end of the plate, the stress rises on the boundary to a 

maximum of approximately 1170 psi and then decreases to a 

minimum of 6o5 psi. Along the horizontal centerline, the 

value of cIx varies as a linear function of the distance 

from the boundary to the hole, rising from a minimum of 

605 psi to a maximum of i65o psi at the center of the 

hole boundary, a value considerably greater than the 
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average stress. Also, shown in figure (30) is the distri- 

bution of y along the horizontal centerline, its mani- 

tude being practically negligible, having a ìnaxinium value 

of only 62.5 psi. 

Along the vertical centerline, crx always remains as 

a tensile stress. Starting at the end of the plate at the 

average value of 856 pSi, it then decreases in value to 

zero at the hole botuidary. Radically different in its 

distribution, Ty along the vertical centerline has at the 

boundary of the side of the hole which is perpendicular to 

the line of loading, a very high compressive stress of in- 

tensity somewhat greater than that of the average tensile 

loading. The maximum compressive stress is here io6o psi. 

Then, rising sharply, this compressive stress becomes a 

tensile stress at a distance of about one-half the width 

of the hole and remains constant at 82.5 psi for one-third 

of the plate length and then decreases in value. 

Of primary importance are the stresses along the 

faces of the hole as both the maximum compressive and ten- 

sile stresses occur here. Starting at a value of i6o psi 

in tension at the middle of the vertical boundary, the 

stress risos sharply as the hole corner is approached to a 

value of approximately 2650 psi in tension, slightly 

greater than three times the average stress. As the cor- 

ner is passed, the stress becomes compressive and rises 
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steeply to a value of io6o psi at the midpoint of the 

horizontal boundary. 

A comparison of the test results along the hold 

boundary is niade with the results as obtained by theoret- 

ical analysis of an approxImately square hole (ti, p.70) in 

figure (31). The radii of the fillets were approximately 

0.032. 

A graphical presentation of the manner in which y 

varies along longitudinal sections of the plate is shown 

in figure' (32), where the ratio ofy to the average stress 

is plotted. Note should be made of the scale used, other- 

wise the impression may be given that the values are of 

magnitudes greater than their actual values. 

Shearing stresses across ectìons parallel to the 

y axis are shown as rabies of the average stresses in fig- 

ure (33). Note should also be made here in regard to the 

scale used, since these stresses are of such small inten- 

ity they required a large scale magnification. In the 

case of shearing stresses, the maximum intensity is found 

to be in the vicinity of the corner of the hole where it 

takes a value of approximately 670 psi. This is the only 

location where the shear is of any significant magnitude, 

its value declining rapidly as the corner Is left. At a 

distance of one-half the hole wIdth from the corner, the 

maximum shearing stress is but 22 psi, and for all purposes 

is negligible. The effect of varying the ratio of width 
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of hole to width of plate on the stress concentration fac- 

tor K, as computed at the corner of the hole is shown in 

figure (3L1.). As the sides of the 

hole, the maximum stresses increa 

creases accordingly. For an of 

practical ratio, K is about t and 

tically identical to a small hole 

plate converge on the 

se and the value of K in- 

0.8, probably the highest 

for an of 0,1, prac- 

in a large plate, K be- 

comes about 2.8. A mean value might be arouri.d 3.. 

3 - - - - - 

K 

°o O2 ' O4 0.'6 

FIG.34 STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS 
FILLET RADIUS-O.OI 

In the interpretation of the photoelastic analysis, 

there is the possibility of considerable Inaccuracy aris- 

Ing from the isoclinic pattern. This is due to the diffi- 

culty of ascertaining the exact location of the darkest 

portion of the relatively wide band. Also, incllnations 
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greeter than about 300 to the horizontal nd verticnl axes 

rere not observable and their exiterice wn.s only known 

through dethictive reaon1ri. By not1n the general ten- 

Ienc1es of the stress curves, the con11tioris of static 

equilibrium across any cross section were effected by 

íairin the curves to the required areas. From 97 percent 

to 99 percent of the 1oJin was accounted ror across eec- 

tions where such checks could be made. The loading 

brackets on the end plates through which the loads were 

applied did give a uniform distribution cross the ends of 

the model. The one inaccuracy ifl the lo9ding was that of 

the restrictIon of lterl contraction near the plates. 

This effect my be assumed negligible In accordance with 

the principle of SLInt Venant (7, p.33) since the hole was 

located at a distance of 3 times its width from the end. 

Conclusions 

2.. The effect of placing a eqw.re hole in n 

uniaxIl tension plate is to 'eutely distort 

the stress field ibout the corners of the dis- 

continuity and alter the stress distribution 

extending about the hole for a distance of 

approximately twice the hole width. 

2. A compressive stress of intensity approximately 

equal to or greoter than the average tensile 
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stress taken over the end of the bar is formed in 

the middle portion of the boundary of the hole 

which is at right angles to the direction of plate 

loading. 

3. The maximum tensile and compressive stresses are 

distributed about the boundaries of the hole. 

). The maximum shear stresses are located in a small 

region extending around the hole corner. All 

other shear stresses are of such small magnitude 

as compared to the normal stresses as to be 

negligible. 

5. The minimum tensile stresses on the outer plate 

boundary are located opposite the center portion 

of the hole boundary. 

6. For a square hole having a corner radius of 0.01", 

the range of stress concentration factors will be 

in the order of 2.8 to i, In the case of design 

utilizing a very ductile material, an average 

value of K of 3.5 might prove applicable. For 

brittle materials, it would be justifiable to use 

a factor of ! or 5 due to the absence of some de- 

gree of plastic flow In the corner regions and the 

subsequent lack of adjustment of the stress dis- 

tribution. The best procedure would be to round 

all corners to as large a radii as possible 
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although the maxinrum reduction to be expected in 

K would be to approximately 3, the condition of 

a round hole in a wide plato. 



Figure 35 

Photopraph of one corner magnified by 
a facì,or of 6L. 
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Table 1. 

Boundary Values for F 

Station Fx105 Station Fx105 

O 1r820 19 3528 
1 i953 20 3125 
2 iLiìi. 21 27t.b 

1j293 22 
2 

23Q2 
203 

5 

12500 
11731 2 1758 

6 10986 2 lL77 

7 10266 16 1220 
8 9570 27 988 

9 8899 28 781 
10 8252 29 
11 7629 30 I39 
12 7031 31 305 
13 32 195 

5908 33 110 
15 5139 3t L9 
16 k882 35 12 
17 1j4o6 36 o 

18 3955 

Table 2. 

Stress Concentration Factors 

W-Width N-ringes R_ PSi SmaxPSi 

0.5625 13 0.667 1000 3570 3.57 
0.75 7.5 0.5 6t2.5 2060 3.21 
1.125 9.5 O.33L. 856 2610 3.05 
1.50 9 0.25 856 2L.8O 2.89 

3.5 O.09t. 362 96) 2.60 



'labio 3. 

Stress Optic Coefficient Data 

Dark ioid Light Field 

n 7-up y-dn n. y-up y-dn 
FringeL inch inch Fringes inch inch 

C) 0.000 0.000 0 0.000 0.000 
i 0.031 0.031 1 0.031 0.031 
2 o.o6i 0.061 2 0.061 o.o6i. 

0.091 0.091 0.091 0.091 
L 0.121 0.121 0.121 0.121 

0.151 0.151 5 0.151 0.15]. 

6 0.181 0.181 6 0.181 0.181 

7 0.215 0.215 7 0.211 0.211 
8 0.250 0.250 8 o.)i 0.2t3 

9 0.280 0.280 9 0.71 0.275 
10 0.315 0.315 10 0.301 0.306 
11 0.321 0.310 11 0.331 0.3t0 
12 0.3t5 12 0.355 


